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ONLINE COMMUNITIES 

 

This report considers the perspectives of four professionals 

specializing in the field of online communication and community 

engagement. The report contextualises these concepts by offering 

recommendations on what gatekeepers can do to ensure they’re 

prepared for future changes in the structure of online communities.  
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Moderation and Self-Determination in 

Online Communities 

INTRODUCTION 
The internet functions, fundamentally, to bring information and people together. Throughout its 

ascension to the immense ‘web 2.0’ network that encourages active participation from users, online 

communities have established ‘gatekeepers’. These figures were passionate hobbyists in the early days of 

computing, but increasingly community managers/moderators/gatekeepers have been employed 

professionals by companies who maintain the product’s image and keep the surrounding community 

interested and active. This report looks at four professionals specializing in online communications, and 

concludes by establishing what current communities and their gatekeepers can do to embrace these 

ideals and build a thriving environment that satisfies both fans and the ever-present businesses. 

HISTORY OF ONLINE COMMUNITIES 

With ARPAnet’s completion in 1972, it established a network capable of facilitating instantaneous 

electronic communication (Preece, Maloney-Krichmar & Abras 2003, p. 2). Between nodes on this 

network, this ‘e-mail’ could be sent only to a single person initially. This restriction soon disappeared with 

the invention of ‘list servers’ in 1975, necessary as ARPAnet had expanded to 57 different host locations 

and was still expanding rapidly (Stewart 2000). The ‘list server’ functions by distributing new messages as 

they come in and redirects them to subscribers of the list and targeted recipients, comparable to the basic 

‘Carbon Copy’ (CC) email function of today (Manjoo 2010).  

The next major evolution in electronic communities was the advent of online bulletin board systems 

(BBS). Reflecting its namesake, an online BBS allowed users to visit this utility to seek and share 

information. Whether it be concerning world news, sports, television, or niche interests such as discussing 

Dragon mythology or horse-riding, the online bulletin board system presented to the world the previously 

unheard-of reality of rich communities fostering without having to meet members in-person. One of the 

limitations of this innovation, however, was the need for specialist hardware. The components typically 

utilized by the average ‘SysOp’ administrator to run a BBS could often only support a single user accessing 

the system at a time, because a bulletin board system can only serve as many users as the number of 

telephone wires it is simultaneously connected to (Wang 2006 p.45). If you were simply operating your 

BBS from a home, as most typically were, you couldn’t hope to have hundreds of users logged-on at any 

given time unlike some larger businesses or universities could achieve (Wang 2006 p.45). With the 
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necessity of accessing phone-lines meant a regular fee, and so while long-distance, global connections 

could be achieved, it was too cost-prohibitive to be touted as a world-wide communal tool (Edwards 

2016).  The BBS also saw the proliferation of malicious computer viruses that unsuspecting users would 

often download believing the program to be typical freeware/shareware software, often hosted on BBS’. 

Despite hurdles and inconveniences, the number of catalogued bulletin board systems that functioned in 

North America alone during the 80’s and 90’s no doubt exceeds the 105,000 that Jason Scott (n.d) has 

documented on his BBS List. Online communities had taken the computing world by storm. 

Following the ‘asynchronous’ communication methods of BBS’, list servers and simple email, we shifted to 

a ‘synchronous’ system which allowed for real-time ‘instant messaging’ with text via the invention of 

‘Internet Relay Chat’ by Jarkko Okarinen in 1988 (Preece, Maloney-Krichmar & Abras 2003, p. 3). Instead 

of waiting for responses from other community members days later and in a communal space, instant 

messaging services typically interfaced with individuals instead of groups. The other obvious change, was 

that messages were sent immediately, and the recipient would automatically be alerted to the message. 

Due to these affordances, and the ability to instant message across the World Wide Web, there was a 

move away from location-based communities that revolved around local communities. This also 

represented a shift from electronic communication as a peer-to-peer network, without any interruption 

or oversight by companies, to a system that welcomed outside commercial influences. But, online 

gatekeeping was still in its infancy without many powerful controlling factors monitoring the still largely 

passive communities. 

With the advent of the world wide web in the early 90’s, funded by the CERN (European Organization for 

Nuclear Research) and developed by Tim Berners-Lee, the ‘internet’ represented a sea of web pages that 

could now host a much more diverse set of content (Preece, Maloney-Krichmar & Abras 2003, p. 4). 

Computer games that had once been merely text could now afford to represent other players in the game 

environments in real-time 3D graphics, aiding a visual sense of community in competitive Massively 

Multiple Online Role-Playing Games (MMORPGs). Instead of users making their own games and uploading 

them to the BBS as shareware, publishers such as Blizzard Entertainment with their ‘World of Warcraft’ 

(2004) MMORPG leveraged the internet to forge communities inside the games themselves, while 

charging a monthly fee. Combined with the affordances of instant messaging, which had begun to offer 

voice-over-internet-protocol (VoIP) and video-chatting, online communities began to thrive regardless of 

location, and by 2005 1 billion people were ‘online’, including 51% of all citizens in the developed world 

(International Telecommunications Union 2005). No longer were electronic communities small, humble 

and managed from the homes of ‘SysOps’, but they were now globally-encompassing mixed-media 

hangouts. Companies provided the platforms and users flocked to work, chat and play, while either 

paying for access or otherwise being bombarded with advertisements. 
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These communities still largely existed as ‘web 1.0’ entities; static webpages visited by consumers of 

content to gather information. The mid-2000s marked the transition to a web 2.0 online eco-system 

which is ‘democratic’ in nature; Cormode & Krishnamurthy (2008) characterize the shift as a ‘large 

number of niche groups… who can exchange content of any kind (text, audio, video) and tag, comment, 

and link to both intra–group and extra–group ”pages”’. More importantly, web 2.0 sensibilities of sharing 

and appraising content outside of traditional web pages has resulted in a flourishing of ‘remix’ culture. 

Fans and companies alike scrambled to head these new participatory communities. This represented a 

fundamental change in how audiences interact with media, with user–generated content ‘in the form of 

text, video, and photo’ and other participatory activities making up most of the content that online 

communities began interacting with (Cormode & Krishnamurthy 2008).  

Online communities began and were maintained by passionate SysOps; unpaid enthusiasts who in the 

days of the online BBS’ possessed the right hardware to start independent and close-knit groups who 

were largely self-moderated and functioned with an honour-system. Now, the shift to a participatory 

online paradigm often sees communities pushing up against the constraints of the system they’ve build 

themselves around, struggling with the presumed requirement of moderation. The next section of this 

report will examine the perspectives of four media experts and their opinions on the role of mediation in 

online communities, whether conducted by community managers employed by the companies that own 

the intellectual property being engaged with, or moderators otherwise in positions of power within these 

communities. 

ERIC S. RAYMOND  

Raymond’s background as a software developer is the basis for his seminal work ‘The Cathedral and the 

Bazaar’ (1999). Specifically, it documents his experience in creating the open-source email client 

‘Fetchmail’, during that period he treated the project as a ‘deliberate test of some surprising theories’ not 

only of software development, but which can be extrapolated broadly as the debate of ‘open vs. closed’ 

philosophy applicable to online communities (Raymond 1998). The central debate revolves around the 

conflict between two ideological styles of software development, coined as the ‘Cathedral’ method, and 

the ‘Bazaar’ method. The ‘Cathedral’ method is that which ‘most of the commercial world’ relies upon, 

directing power and responsibility to few developers; they alone possess the burden of programming the 

software and finding the bugs (Raymond 1998). As a result, progress is slow, and official releases of 

software take months of painstaking, scrutinous bug-fixing. The assumption is that end-user would quickly 

tire of unstable, buggy releases interrupting their use of the program. The reality, Raymond (1998) notes, 
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is that no release is ever perfect, so there’s ‘inevitable disappointment’ when bugs are found despite the 

long waits. 

The alternative, he suggests, is a ‘bazaar’ model. Here, solutions to problems are crowd-sourced by many 

developers at once, allowing mass collaboration and self-regulation among the ‘great babbling bazaar of 

differing agendas’ (Raymond 1998). With thousands of ‘co-developers’ all combing over the same 

software, solutions to bugs become a trivial matter, fixed rapidly due to the differing expertise and 

perspectives of all contributors. Raymond dubs this as ‘Linus’ Law’; simply put, ’Given enough eyeballs, all 

bugs are shallow’ and it doesn’t even necessitate all the debuggers communicating. From this, Raymond 

(1998) proposes that publicly exposing problems to many ‘avoids the same quadratic complexity and 

management costs that make adding developers problematic’. He echoes the results of a sociological 

study that defined the ‘Delphi effect’: the ‘averaged opinion’ of a group of experts is more reliable than 

that of a single ‘randomly-chosen’ expert (Raymond 1998). One could simply refer to the effect as the 

‘many heads are better than one’ adage.  

The message Raymond promotes is that respectfully treating the users as contributing ‘co-developers’, 

rather than merely consumers that need to be shielded from imperfections of the program will have 

multiple benefits. The userbase will be empowered to contribute and feel valued, bugs will quickly be 

solved, the project costs less to maintain, and its fate doesn’t rest of the shoulders of any individual. If we 

are to apply Raymond’s lessons to the gatekeeping of online communities, it would suggest that 

moderators who hold tight grips on their administrative duties might be underutilising the audience as a 

collaborative resource, especially in the age of participatory culture. 

HOWARD RHEINGOLD  

Rheingold’s (1993) experience of the first iteration of online culture in the form of early email, BBS and 

WELL (Whole Earth ‘Lectronic Link) communities has firmly positioned him against corporate control of 

virtual communities and unlike Raymond he advocates for a completely peer-driven, self-governance. 

Rheingold (1993) sees virtual communities as ‘webs of personal relationships’ that have the potential to 

be ‘shaped for us by large commercial’ entities. He holds aloft the grassroots simplicity of the BBS, and 

suggests that communities can and have operated independently without the need for moderation. To 

elaborate, he points to the equality granted to people of different gender, age, origin, and appearance 

due to the focus on their words alone. Sara Kiesler (1986) recognises this as the ‘break down 

hierarchical…barriers’. Rheingold (1993) posits that this inclusivity risks weakening by giving some 

members powerful positions, and instead, users should be taught ‘ways of acceptable behaviour’ be 

others to maintain a respectful community.   
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Rheingold (1993) views communities as a collection of emotions and ‘a thing of reason and data’, that can 

be self-correcting. Murray Turoff would praise the merits of ‘collective intelligence instead of the lowest 

common denominator’ or individual decision-maker (Andrews & Haythornthwaite 2007, p.58). Elizabeth 

M. Reid (1991 p.22) disagrees however, suggesting that rules, consequences for breaking them, and users 

with the power to enforce punishment ‘constitute a culture, a community’ and shouldn’t necessarily be 

avoided.   

HENRY JENKINS 

Jenkins is a Provost Professor at University of Southern California and has written over a dozen books on 

transmedia storytelling and participatory culture, providing a more modern and relevant perspective to 

the debate on online gatekeeping and moderation. Jenkins argues that the ‘convergence culture’, as 

coined by his 2006 book of the same name, has arose due to the sheer volume of different media 

platforms and channels. Users are more empowered than ever before to participate and collaborate in 

online discussion, and Jenkins (2006, p.3) is quick to point out that ‘media producers and consumers’ no 

longer occupy separate roles. Now, they are one-and-the-same, remixing and creating content. While 

corporations still have a sizeable influence on gatekeeping however, audiences that once ‘stayed where 

you told them to’ are now migratory, socially connected, ‘noisy and public’ (Jenkins 2006 p.19). The reality 

is that media companies have struggled to maintain the attention of their audiences, and establishing 

official fan communities has been one of the ways to do it.  

Jenkins (2006, p.18) acknowledges that the convergence of online media, and so moderation, has been 

both a grassroots movement from fans and a corporate move to broaden their appeal. Fans seek to get 

more from the content and talk to other fans, and corporations desire exposure and engagement 

(Jenksins 2006, p.18). This has led to an impasse at gatekeeping; where the converging sides disagree on 

who should be moderating the community. Jenkins answers by presenting a less confrontational 

philosophy: ‘if it doesn’t spread, it’s dead’ (Owens 2014). He suggests that any content, or activity, in a 

community be simply judged by its quality. Moreover, with the abundance of media sources, any that are 

irrelevant or aren’t easily accessible are ignored. Therefore, whoever can facilitate easiest access to media 

will become the de-facto moderator. Finally, dealing with issues in a community environment like a 

forum, Jenkins (2007) suggests the concept of ‘adhocracy’ whereby issues such conflicts, are solved by the 

those who can. This is analogous to Raymond’s ‘bazaar’ mentality of treating fellow users as co-

developers who each have individual expertise to contribute. Jenkins ultimately believes in light 
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moderative force, not a ‘gatekeeping’ one. Whoever can best facilitate the flow of knowledge and resolve 

issues will receive the bulk of fan and community engagement. 

PIERRE LEVY 

Levy is a French media scholar & cultural theorist at the University of Ottawa, Canada. His focus is on 

researching ‘collective intelligence’ as an ability for groups to ‘engage in intellectual cooperation’ to 

create (eds Kowalczyk & Levy 2009, p.22). Information, Levy (2017) argues, ‘wants to be open, 

transparent and common’ and so he suggests that the future of content creation lies outside of the (now 

traditional) ecosystems of Facebook, Twitter, Reddit. Levy believes that online communications, and so 

communities themselves, are ineffective with their dissemination of content. So, we should instead look 

to create a new public space that uses a ‘IEMl (Information Economy Meta Language) and enables each 

‘netizen’ to be ‘author, editor, artist, critic, messenger, contractor and gamer’ (Levy 2017). He envisions a 

platform where information will be ‘interconnected by conceptual proximity’, and so nobody would need 

to be a gatekeeper or moderator.  

A team at the University of Ottawa will debut a functioning Alpha version of such an ecosystem in ‘in the 

summer of 2018’, according to Levy (2017). Levy’s perspective suggests that, currently, factors of 

moderation are an important reality in current, if imperfect, online communities. 

THE GAP IN THE RESEARCH 

While each of these media spectators has an opinion on the…. There’s little indication on what things 

current community managers, mediators, or other gatekeepers should do to embrace the future of online 

communities. While Raymond, Rheingold, Jenkins & Levy place varying importance on the need for official 

moderation, how can gatekeepers practically integrate the lessons of these experts to ensure their 

communities are as dynamic, accessible, and ready for change as possible? This would be an interesting 

point of further research with tangible benefits in establishing a definitive conclusion. For now, we can 

look at the success and failure of two facets of the video-game forum ‘NeoGAF.com’ as a brief case-study 

for the values we’ve explored.  

NeoGAF was offline for more than a day due to accusations against the sites owner, causing its 

community of 200,000 registered members to go else-where for news and discussion (Phillips 2017). 

While the website did have an active moderation team, they all resigned once it became clear that the 

owner would not be relinquishing his control over the forum (shinobi602, 2017). The structure of the site 

resembles that of Raymond’s ‘Cathedral’; power to few. Once the power-holder failed, so did the entirety 
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of the community. Had the fate of the site been distributed among the community, as ‘co-developers’, the 

forum wouldn’t have been so impacted.  

NeoGAF maintains what could be identified as a basic form of Jenkins’ ‘adhocracy’, whereby users can 

freely undertake the collaborative creation of ‘official topics’ if they have the right skillset (cormack12, 

2017). The constant release of products is too much for the moderation team to handle themselves, so 

users proficient in writing, visual design, programming and reporting breaking news are integral to the 

smooth operation of the community. The site embraces the talents of all its members, and weight is given 

to their contributions. Regular users don’t have a say in matters of moderation however, powers that are 

often a sore point for the scores of users banned temporarily and permanently for often objectionable 

reasons. Instead, the community could transition to a Reddit-like system whereby all users have the 

power to upvote or downvote content to quickly bury useless posts.  

CONCLUSION 

There’s many more changes that the administration and community of websites such as NeoGAF could 

undergo to welcome future develops in online ecosystems, but that’s for another time. From the basic e-

mails of the early 70s, to the cornucopia of niche online communities that the explosive growth of BBS’ 

throughout the 80s facilitated, people have continuously sought to come together online and form 

meaningful connections. As technology has advanced from asynchronous communication to real-time, 

web 2.0 capabilities, communities have increasingly sought to become a participatory environment where 

media is spread, remixed and critiqued. Platforms that allow for the smoothest experience have been at 

the forefront of ‘convergence culture’ as Jenkins identified, with both fans and companies rushing to 

establish forms of gatekeeping to maintain control as they saw fit. The tug-of-war between commercial 

stakeholders and fans exists in an uneasy state where a position of power is often not admired, but 

perhaps necessary. Until online groups are ready to undertake the next leap into the ‘web 3.0’ reality 

where moderation may not be required, and every user can offer valuable contributions as a part of the 

‘collective intelligence’, the ideals communicated by Raymond, Rheingold, Jenkins & Levy might provide 

the best preparation for the forward-thinking online community gatekeeper.  
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